EZ WIFI Controller - The DEKOR® WIFI Controller brings remote control of your DEKOR LED lights to your fingertips. With the DEKOR WIFI Remote app, you can turn your DEKOR lights on and off, control the brightness of your lights, and set up schedules that will automatically control your lights at the times you select. With multiple DEKOR WIFI Controllers, you can set up individually-controllable lighting “zones”, indoors or outdoors. The DEKOR WIFI Controller can be used with all existing DEKOR transformers or any other 12VDC systems.*

Will setup of my DEKOR WiFi Controller work with my router?

If your router broadcasts a 2.4GHz network SSID, you should be good to go. Setup only works on a 2.4GHz WiFi network. Most current generation routers are dual mode, and provide both 2.4GHz and 5GHz networks. Turn on WiFi on your Apple® or Android™ device, and connect to the router’s 2.4GHz SSID. Then run setup on the app. Once setup is complete, and your controller(s) are connected to the WiFi network, you can control your lights from the app while connected to either the 2.4GHz network or your 5.0GHz network.

How can I connect my DEKOR WiFi Controller and lights to my WiFi network if I don’t have a router that supports a 2.4GHz network?

Please call DEKOR customer care for assistance, 1-800-258-0344

I have multiple DEKOR WiFi Controllers. Can I set them up at the same time, or do I have to set each one up separately?

Yes, you can set them up at the same time. Once you have your controllers and lights set up, power each controller, put each of them into Setup Mode, and then use the app to run setup (“Add Lights”).

How do I put the WiFi Controller into Setup Mode?

The controller is in Setup Mode when the SYNC-WIFI Connect light is OFF (the POWER ON light should always be on with the unit has power). If the SYNC-WIFI Connect light is ON, or flashing, press and hold the ON/OFF button until the SYNC-WIFI Connect light goes OFF.

How do I change the name of my DEKOR WiFi Controller device in the app list?

This is very simple to do, and we do strongly recommend that you give them a name that makes sense to you. For example, if the controller is controlling the lights for your patio, “Patio” or “Patio Lights” would be an appropriate name. To change the name, from the My Lights screen, tap on the settings icon for the controller that you want to rename. This will take you to the Settings screen for that controller. You will see the current controller name in the top row of the Settings screen. Tap within that row, and edit the name to your liking, then tap the Save button in the top bar.

Does the DEKOR WiFi Remote app store my WiFi password?

The DEKOR WiFi Remote app does not collect or store any personal identifying information including the WiFi password that is entered.
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